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ABSTRACT This paper concerns the problem of sparse signal recovery with multiple measurement vectors,
where the sparse signal vectors share multiple supports (i.e., the signal vectors can be clustered and the
vectors in a cluster share a common support) and the prior knowledge on the supports of the vectors is
unknown. This problem can be solved using sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) with Dirichlet process (DP) as
hyper-prior, which is named DP-SBL in this paper. This paper aims to design efficient inference algorithms.
The variational inference for DP mixtures, in particular mean field (MF) inference, has been studied, and
applying it to the problem in this paper leads to an MF-DP-SBL algorithm. In this paper, we propose a
combinedmessage passing (CMP) approach, where a factor graph representation is designed to enable amore
efficient implementation with both the MF and approximate message passing (AMP), leading to a CMP-DP-
SBL algorithm. It is shown that, compared with MF-DP-SBL and CMP-DP-SBL delivers the same or even
better performance with significantly lower complexity. As an example, we apply it to massive MIMO
channel estimation where, due to the large number of antennas deployed at the base station, the channel
impulse responses measured at receive antennas can share multiple supports. It is shown that CMP-DP-SBL
delivers considerably better performance than existing algorithms.
INDEX TERMS Channel estimation, Dirichlet process, massive MIMO, message passing, sparse Bayesian
learning, sparse common support.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider sparse signal recovery with multiple measure-
ment vectors (MMVs) [1]–[4] in the following
y(m) = Ax(m) + n(m),m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , (1)
where {y(m),m = 1, 2, . . . ,M} represent M measurement
vectors with length N , A is a sensing matrix with size N ×L,
{n(m),m = 1, 2, . . . ,M} represent M length-N independent
and identically distributed noise vectors with complex Gaus-
sian distribution CN (n(m); 0, λ−1I), and {x(m) ∈ CL×1} are
sparse vectors that may share multiple supports, i.e., they can
be clustered according to their supports, and the vectors in a
cluster share a common support [5], [6]. It is assumed that
the priori knowledge on the supports of the vectors is not
available, and the precision of the noise λ is unknown. Our
aim is to recover the sparse signal vectors x(m) collectively
by exploiting the property of common support of the sparse
vectors. The problem can be regarded as a combined cluster-
ing and sparse signal estimation one and it may be tackled
using sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) [7], [8] where the
Dirichlet process (DP) is imposed as hyper-prior [9] (hence
the abbreviation DP-SBL is used hereafter). In particular,
the sparse vectors are modelled with Gaussian distributions,
governed by precision vectors drawn from DP.
Variational inference for DP mixtures has been investi-
gated and a mean field (MF) [10], [11] inference algorithm
has been proposed for a generic DP mixture problem in [9].
The application of the MF inference to problem (1) leads
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to an inference algorithm [9], [12], which is called
MF-DP-SBL in this paper. In this work, we will investigate
more efficient inference algorithms to recover the sparse sig-
nals. Specifically, a factor graph [13] representation for (1) is
designed, which allows the use of combined message pass-
ing [14], i.e., MF message passing and the approximate
message passing (AMP) [15], [16]. It is noted that AMP
can be derived based on Gaussian approximations of loopy
belief propagation (BP) [17] and it was extended to the
generalized AMP (GAMP) [18]. By applying MF and AMP
on the graph, a new inference algorithm, which is named
CMP-DP-SBL, is obtained. Compared to MF-DP-SBL,
CMP-DP-SBL requires considerably lower complexity, but
achieves the same or even better performance.
CMP-DP-SBL may be used for many applications with
the formulated problem (1). In this paper, we show its appli-
cation to massive multiple input-multiple-output (MIMO)
channel estimation [19], [20]. The acquisition of accu-
rate channel state information in massive MIMO is a
challenging issue [21], in particular in frequency selec-
tive channels, as a huge number of channel taps have to
be estimated, and the pilot overhead for channel estima-
tion can be overwhelming so that the benefits of massive
MIMO systems is compromised [22]. Recently, the sparsity
of channel impulse responses (CIRs) and the sparse common
support (SCS) property have been exploited to reduce the
pilot overhead and/or enhance the channel estimation per-
formance [6], [23]–[26]. As closely spaced antennas observe
almost the same echoes from different reflectors or scatterers,
the corresponding sparse CIRs may share a common sup-
port [6]. Due to the large number of antennas deployed in
massive MIMO, a more practical assumption is that the CIRs
share multiple SCSs. To the best of our knowledge, there
is lack of investigations on massive MIMO SCS modelling
in the literature. To achieve robustness, we assume no prior
knowledge on SCS is available. The channel estimation prob-
lem can be formulated to (1) so that CMP-DP-SBL can be
readily employed. We compare the proposed method with
the state-of-the-art ones (that normally assume that CIR at
an antenna has the same sparse pattern with its neighbours to
learn the sparsity parameters), and show that CMP-DP-SBL
can achieve considerably better performance and exhibits
robustness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Solving the sparse signal recovery problem (1) with DP-SBL
is formulated in Section II. In Section III, the factor
graph representation for the problem is designed and the
CMP-DP-SBL algorithm is derived. The use of CMP-DP-
SBL for massive MIMO channel estimation is studied in
Section IV. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Notation: Boldface lower-case and upper-case letters
denote vectors and matrices, respectively. Superscripts (·)∗
and (·)T represent conjugation and transposition, respectively.
The expectation operator with respect to a density g(x) is




g(x ′)dx ′. The
probability density function (PDF) of a complex Gaussian
distribution with mean x̂ and variance νx is represented by
CN (x; x̂, νx). The PDF of a Gamma distribution with shape
parameter a and scale parameter b is denoted as Ga(x; a, b),
and a Beta distribution with shape parameters a and b is
denoted as Be(x; a, b). The Gamma and Digamma function
are represented by 0(x) and 9(x) respectively. The relation
f (x) = cg(x) with some positive constant c is written as
f (x) ∝ g(x). We use Diag(x) to denote a diagonal matrix with
the entries of x spread along the diagonal.
II. SPARSE SIGNAL RECOVERY USING DP-SBL
A. DIRICHLET PROCESS
The Dirichlet process, denoted as DP(η,G0), is a measure
on measure, which is parameterized by a positive scaling
parameter η and a base distribution G0. Assume that each
sample γ (m),m = 1 : M , is drawn independently from a
random measure G and G is drawn from a Dirichlet process,
so we have γ (m) ∼ G, and G ∼ DP(η,G0). The stick-










and γ̃ (k) ∼ G0, where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function,
and parameter πk has the prior distribution p(πk |η) =
Be(πk ; 1, η). The infinite number of components in (2) will
inevitably results in an intractable complexity. In practice,
the number of components is truncated to a relatively large
number K . In this paper, K is set to be the number of
measurements M .
B. PROBABILISTIC MODEL
The sparse signal recovery problem (1) can be solved using
SBLwith a hierarchical structure [7], where DP is imposed as
hyper-prior. One may choose the following conditional prior











with γ (m)l being the precision of the lth entry of x
(m) and
p(γ (m)) = G,
where γ (m) = [γ (m)l , l = 1 : L], and G is given in (2).
To promote sparsity, the base distributionG0 may be selected
as a Gamma distribution which is conjugate to the Gaussian
























We then introduce assignment vectors z(m) =
[z(m)1 , . . . , z
(m)
K ]
T , m = 1, . . . ,M , where z(m)k ∈ {1, 0}, and
z(m)k = 1 means that x
(m) is assigned to the kth cluster. z(m) has
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FIGURE 1. Factor graph representation of (10).







Using the deterministic relationship betweenωk andπk in (3),













































fπk (πk , η) , fπ (π , η),
p(η) = Ga(η; e, g) , fη(η).
The distribution of x(m) conditional on z(m) and {γ̃ (k)}k=1:K































x(m), z(m), {γ̃ (k)}∀k
)
. (7)
From (1), the likelihood function of the measurement vector


















where a Gamma distribution is assumed for the prior of the
noise precision, i.e.,
p(λ) = Ga(λ; a, b) , fλ(λ).
From the above, the joint PDF of the collection of observed
and latent variables can be represented as
p(Y ,X, z, γ̃ ,π , η, λ)





















where Y = {y(m),m = 1 : M}, X = {x(m),m = 1 : M} and
γ̃ = {γ̃ (k), k = 1 : K }.
III. DP-SBL IMPLEMENTATION WITH COMBINED
MESSAGE PASSING
A. FACTOR GRAPH REPRESENTATION
Equation (8) provides a factorization of the joint probabil-
ity density function, which can be visualized by a factor
graph representation. Following the variational Bayesian (VB)
approach [9] and applying MF to the graph representation
can lead to a MF-DP-SBL algorithm [9], [12]. We will not
go into the details of the derivation of MF-DP-SBL, but the
algorithm is summarized inAlgorithm 2 for the convenience
of comparison with CMP-DP-SBL.
Instead of using the conventional factor graph representa-
tion, we introduce an auxiliary variable ξ (m) , Ax(m). Then














ξ (m)n , x






whereAn denotes the nth row of matrixA. Then the joint PDF
in (8) can be rewritten as


























× fπ (π , η)fη(η)fλ(λ), (10)
where ξ = {ξ (m),m = 1 : M}. It can be seen that, the intro-
duction of the axillary variables ξ leads to some extra factors
representing the hard constrains in the factor representation
of (10), as shown in Fig. 1. This enables the use of both AMP
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and MF message passing (rather than pure MF), and leads to
more efficient message passing implementation for DP-SBL
as detailed later.
We can divide the factor graph in Fig. 1 into three func-
tional blocks, labelled by Blocks (i)− (iii) and marked in the
corresponding dashed boxes, where Block (i) corresponds to
the estimation of DP prior parameters, Block (ii) represents
the update of DP mixture components, and Block (iii) repre-
sents the estimation of sparse vectors and noise precision.
B. IMPLEMENTATION WITH COMBINED
MESSAGE PASSING
We detail the message computations in each of the three
functional Blocks labeled in Fig. 1. Note that, if a forward
message computation requires backward messages, we use
the messages in the last iteration by default.
1) MESSAGES COMPUTATIONS IN BLOCK (i)
Assume that the beliefs of x(m)l , b(x
(m)
l ), ∀m, l, are avail-


































































of log γ̃ (k)l and γ̃
(k)
l with respect to b(γ̃
(k)
l ), and their values
are updated using (17) and (18), which will be derived later.




defined in (5) and














































where 〈logπk 〉b(π ) and 〈log(1− πi)〉b(π ) represent the expec-
tation of logπk and log(1−πi) with respect to the belief b(π ),





























where Êm,k , 〈logπk 〉b(π ) +
∑k−1

































, φ̂mk . (11)





message mf (m)z →π (π ) can be updated by the MF rule, i.e.,













φ̂mi log(1− πk )
}
.
By the factor node fπ (π , η) =
∏
k Be(πk ; 1, η), message
mfπ→π (π ) can be obtained by the MF rule, i.e.,












where η̂ denotes the expectation of η with respect to b(η), and
is updated in (15). Then the belief of b(π ) can be expressed
as
b(π ) = mfπ→π (π )×
∏
m






















k (1− πk )
τ 2k−1, (12)
where τ 1k =
∑






i=k+1 φmi + η̂.
So the expectations of logπk and log(1− πk ) with respect to
the belief b(π ) are given as [28]














where 9(x) = ddx ln0(x) denotes the digamma function.
Then the message mfπ→η(η) from factor node fπ (π , η) to
variable node η is updated by the MF rule, which reads
mfπ→η(η) = exp
{














〈log(1− πk )〉b(π )
}
.
With the prior fη(η) = Ga(η; e, h), we calculate the belief
of b(η) as








〈log(1− πk )〉b(π )
)}
,
and the expectation of η can be computed as
η̂ = 〈η〉b(η) =
K + e− 1
h−
∑
k 〈log(1− πk )〉b(π )
. (15)
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2) MESSAGES COMPUTATIONS IN BLOCK (ii)

















from factor node f (m)Dk,l to variable node γ̃
(k)
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)φ̂mk exp {− φ̂mk(|x̂(m)l |2 + ν(m)xl )γ̃ (k)l }.














− d γ̃ (k)l
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)ĉkl−1 exp {− γ̃ (k)l d̂kl}. (16)
where ĉkl =
∑











































3) MESSAGES COMPUTATIONS IN BLOCK (iii)




















































Assume that message mf (m)ξn →ξ
(m)
n
(ξ (m)n ) from factor node f
(m)
ξn
to variable node ξ (m)n is available, which is computed in (25).







,∀n ∈ [1 : N ], can be obtained as
































+ x̂(m)l , (21)















with θ̂ (m)n and ν
(m)
θn









computed in (28). Then the belief of x(m)l is
updated as















































































Note that, the derivations of equations (25), (19) and (22) can
be found in our previous work [30, Eq. (29)–(33)], and hence
are omitted here.








from the observation node
f (m)yn (ξ
(m)
n , λ) to variable node ξ
(m)




























Thus we can compute the belief b(ξ (m)n ) as





























































The detailed derivation of (32) can be found in [31].
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Algorithm 1 CMP-DP-SBL













b(π ), ∀k; η̂ and λ̂.
2: for t = 1→ T do
3: ∀m, l: update ν(m)ql and q̂
(m)
l by (21) and (20).
4: ∀m, l: update x̂(m)l and ν
(m)
xl by (24) and (23).



































by (13) and (14) respectively.
10: ∀m, k: update φ̂mk again by (11).
11: ∀m, l: update x̂(m)l and ν
(m)
xl again by (24) and (23).
12: ∀m, n: update ŝ(m)n by (22).
13: ∀m, n: update ν(m)ξn and ξ̂
(m)
n by (31) and (30).
14: update λ̂ by (32).
15: ∀m, n: update ν(m)pn and p̂
(m)
n by (27) and (26).
16: end for t
C. MESSAGE PASSING SCHEDULE OF CMP-DP-SBL
As the factor graph in Fig. 1 is a loopy one, there are a
multitude of options for message passing scheduling.
We summarize our schedule and the corresponding message
computations in Algorithm 1.
As shown in Algorithm 1, some variables need to be ini-
tialized before the iterative process. As no cluster information
is available at the initialization state, we set φ̂mk = 1/K .
Other variables are initialized as ν(m)pn = 1, p̂
(m)
n = 0, ŝ
(m)
n =








b(π ) = 1/K , η̂ = 1,
and λ̂ = 1. Thenmessages are updated iteratively and sequen-
tially, until the maximum iteration number T is reached. It is
noted that, for lines 3-15, the message computations can be
executed in parallel for all n ∈ [1 : N ],m ∈ [1 : M ] and
k ∈ [1 : K ].
D. COMPARISON WITH MF-DP-SBL
As mentioned before, MF-DP-SBL can be derived with the
pure MF, which is summarized inAlgorithm 2 for the conve-
nience of comparison [9], [12]. In this algorithm, 3̃
(k)
denotes







, for [l = 1 : L], as the






























1: Initialize φ̂mk , ∀m, k; 3̃
(k)
, ∀k; η̂ and λ̂.
2: for t = 1→ T do









































by (13) and (14) respectively.
7: update η̂ by (15).
8: λ̂ = a+MNb+1 .















whereµ(m)l is the lth element of vectorµ
(m), and σ (m)l denotes
the lth diagonal entry of 0(m).
Now, we compare the complexity of CMP-DP-SBL and
MF-DP-SBL. It can be found that the two algorithms have
similar complexity in the computations of DP prior parame-
ters and updatingDPmixture components, which isO(MKL).
We can see that matrix multiplications and inversions are
involved in MF-DP-SBL in the estimation of the sparse vec-
tors, which requires a complexity of O(ML3). In contrast,
the complexity of the corresponding part of CMP-DP-SBL is
O(MNL). As N is usually much smaller than L2 (e.g., in our
example for massive MIMO channel estimation, N = 32 and
L = 64), normally CMP-DP-SBL has considerably lower
complexity than MF-DP-SBL. It is worth mentioning here
that simulation results show that CMP-DP-SBL outperforms
MF-DP-SBL in reconstruction performance.
E. PERFORMANCE COMPARSION
In this section, we examine the performance of CMP-DP-
SBL and compare it with various algorithms, including
MF-DP-SBL, the nearest neighbor sparsity pattern learn-
ing method with Bernoulli-Gaussian prior [24] (denoted as
BG-NNSL), the SBL method which simply ignores the com-
mon support of sparse vectors and only exploits sparsity of
the vectors (denoted as I-SBL where the prefix ‘‘I’’ means
independent support). In addition, the performance of genie
aided SBL where the cluster distribution of the sparse vectors
is known (denoted by G-SBL) is also included to serve as a
performance bound.
In the simulations, the sensing matrix A with size N × L
is randomly generated, and its elements are independent and
identically Gaussian distributed with mean 0 and variance 1.
The number of measurements is set to be 100 (M = 100).
To generate M sparse vectors {x(m),m = 1 : M} with
13186 VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 2. NMSE performance versus SNR with sparsity S = 12 and different p. (a) p = 0, (b) p = 0.1, (c) p = 0.2.
FIGURE 3. NMSE versus sparsity S with SNR=16dB and different p. (a) p = 0 (b) p = 0.1 (c) p = 0.2.
multiple common supports, we give each vector x(m) a two
dimensional index (r, c), 1 ≤ r ≤ 10, 1 ≤ c ≤ 10, and use
a parameter p to control the number of clusters. The sparse
vector with index (r, c) is generated so that its sparse pattern
is different with that of the (r − 1, c)th sparse vector and the
(r, c−1)th sparse vector with a probability of p (clearly, when
p = 0, all the sparse vectors share a single support).
Fig. 2 shows the normalized mean-square-error (NMSE)
performance of various algorithms versus SNR with sparsity
S = 11, and different values of p. Note that, the NMSE is
calculated as


















where T is the number of trails, x(m)t and x̂
(m)
t are the true and
estimated sparse vector of the tth trail.
It can be observed that 1) The performance of I-SBL
keeps unchanged with different p because the local SCS
is not exploited; 2) CMP-DP-SBL, MF-DP-SBL and
BG-NNSL exhibit certain performance loss compared to the
performance bound G-SBL (with known cluster distribution).
However, we can see that significant gains can be achieved
by CMP-DP-SBL, MF-DP-SBL and BG-NNSL compared to
I-SBL, which demonstrates the effectiveness of exploiting
common support; 3) Compared withMF-DP-SBL, CMP-DP-
SBL always achieves the same or even much better perfor-
mance with lower complexity.We can also see that, compared
to BG-NNSL, CMP-DP-SBL and MF-DP-SBL deliver better
performance and exhibit robustness when p is relatively large.
Fig. 3 shows the MSE performance of various algorithms
versus sparsity S. It can also be seen that the performance of
CMP-DP-SBL is closest to the performance bound G-SBL.
Fig. 4 shows the NMSE performance of various algorithms
versus different probabilities pwith SNR = 16dB and S = 12.
We can see that the performance of I-SBL keeps unchanged
with different p as the common support property is not
exploited, and CMP-DP-SBL and MF-DP-SBL constantly
outperform BG-NNSL, especially when p is relatively large.
In addition, all algorithms exhibit better performance with
the decrease of p since a smaller p leads to less clusters and
larger cluster size. Fig. 5 illustrates the NMSE performance
of the algorithms versus iteration numbers with SNR = 16dB,
p = 0.1, and S = 12. It can be seen that the proposed
algorithm has almost the same convergence speed as that of
the algorithm with known cluster.
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FIGURE 4. NMSE performance versus probability p with SNR = 16dB
and S = 12.
FIGURE 5. NMSE performance versus iteration numbers with
p = 0.1, SNR = 16dB and S = 12.
IV. APPLICATION TO MASSIVE MIMO
CHANNEL ESTIMATION
A. SIGNAL MODEL FOR CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Consider a multi-user massive MIMO system where the
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is
employed to combat the frequency selective channels, and
each user is equipped with one antenna. We focus on uplink
transmission, where channel estimation is carried out at the
base station.
Assume that the number of antennas at the base station
is M , the number of users is U , and the number of sub-
carriers is NT . As in [32], [33], and [34], the pilot signals
from different users are multiplexed without any interference.
Specifically, we divide the NT subcarriers into U groups of
equally spaced subcarriers (the subcarriers indices for the
uth group are denoted by index set Iu), and the size of each
group is N , i.e., NT = U × N . User u sends pilot signals
using the subcarriers with indices Iu and keeps silent for other
subcarriers. The received signal by the mth receive antenna
from the uth user can be represented as
y(m,u) = P(u)h(m,u) + n(m), (33)
where P(u) = Diag(pu) stands for the pilot matrix for
User u, h(m,u) represents the vector of frequency-domain
channel weight between User u and the mth receive antenna,
and n(m) represents the additive white Gaussian noise with
zero mean and variance λ−1I . Since there is no overlap
between Iu, we only consider one user and drop the super-
script u for the convenience of notation, then the received
signal in (33) is reduced to
y(m) = Ph(m) + n(m). (34)
As scatterers are sparsely distributed in space, wireless
channels often exhibit sparsity in the sense that they contain
few significant paths [35], [36]. Thus, for each transmit-
receive link, we only need to estimate a few significant chan-
nel taps. The frequency channel weight h(m) can be expressed
as
h(m) = Fx(m), (35)
where F is the truncated Fourier transform matrix formed
by selecting N rows (corresponding to the N subcarriers
allocated to a user) and the first L columns from the discrete
Fourier transform matrix, and x(m) denotes the L-tap sparse
channel vector between a user and the mth receive antenna.
Combining (34) and (35), we have
y(m) = Ax(m) + n(m),
where A = PF.
It is shown that the CIRs measured at closely spaced anten-
nas, e.g., the spacing less than c/10B, where B is the system
bandwidth and c is the light speed, can share a sparse common
support at medium to low SNR. The assumption that the
CIRs at all antennas share a single SCS may not be valid for
large arrays in massiveMIMO and/or systemwith large band-
width. A more practical assumption is that the CIRs locally
share SCSs.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARSION
The parameters of the massive MIMO system are summa-
rized in Table 1. In particular, we assume a 10 × 10 planar
antenna array at the base station, and each user is equipped
with a single antenna. The cluster distribution of the CIRs
depends on the antenna spacing, the system bandwidth, etc.
The IlmProp channel modeling tool [37], [38] is used for
channel generation, and the channels are generated by placing
point-like scatterers and the transmitter randomly in the envi-
ronment and make sure that the line-of-sight is obstructed.
As in [26], the number of scatterers is set according to
the desired sparsity, and the small channel coefficients are
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TABLE 1. Parameters setting.
FIGURE 6. NMSE performance versus SNR for massive MIMO channel
estimation.
discarded. The center frequency and signal bandwidth are
chosen to be 2.6 GHz and 20 MHz respectively as specified
in the 3GPP-LTE standard. Fig. 6 shows the performance of
various algorithms, where the distance between antennas was
adjusted so that the CIRs share multiple common supports.
It can be seen that with lower complexity, CMP-DP-SBL
deliver the same performance as MF-DP-SBL, and their per-
formance is considerable better than that of marginal-based
channel estimation using pilots (MB-P) [26], BG-NNSL
and I-SBL.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have investigated the use of DP-SBL to
recover sparse signals with multiple measurement vectors.
A more efficient combined message passing-based inference
algorithm CMP-DP-SBL has been proposed, which delivers
the same or even better performance with lower complex-
ity compared to MF-DP-SBL. The superior performance of
CMP-DP-SBL has been shown compared to the sate-of-the-
art algorithms.
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